This paper presents a simple diagnostic tool to assess the sensitivity of the posterior mode in the presence of an infinitesimal contamination in the prior distribution. The proposed diagnostic measure is easy to compute and can be used as a first step in judging the robustness of the bayesian inference. The procedure is illustrated in the estimation of the mean of a normal distribution. Some extensions of this diagnostic measure to the multivariate case and credibility intervals are briefly discussed. 
Introduction
As eliciting prior distributions is not an easy task and a prior distribution is needed in Bayesian inference, it is not surprising that reference priors and robustness to the prior distribution are two important lines of Bayesian research. Robust Bayesian Analysis includes not only the study of the prior distribution but the whole process of inference. Berger (1994) presents an overview of this topic and gives many references.
The standard approach in prior robustness is to consider a whole set of prior distributions, instead of a single one, and study the range of a certain measure of interest when the prior varies over this class. Some references to this field are Berger (1984 Berger ( , 1990 Berger ( , 1994 , Cuevas and Sanz (1988) , Moreno and Cano (1991) , Delampady and Dey (1994) , Moreno and Pericchi (1993) , Pericchi and \Valley (1991) , Wasserman (1992) and Peiia and Zamar (1995) . Guftanson, Srinivasan and Wasserman (1995) study the local sensitivity of general functionals of the prior using several distances between distribution, obtaining interesting results, and Gustafson and Wasserman (1995) investigate diagnostics for small prior changes over a k-dimensional parameter space. Recently, Gustafson (1996) investigates the local sensitivity of posterior expectations.
\'le are interested in deriving a simple (preliminary) sensitivity analysis tool and concentrate on a single (although central) feature of the posterior distribution, namely the posterior density mode. This diagnostic tool is the posterior mode influence function (PMIF), that is derived by computing the directional (Gateaux) derivative of the posterior density mode on the direction of a "contaminating" prior, normalized by the standard deviation of the posterior distribution. This function shows the effect of a small degree of uncertainty in the likelihood of some values of the prior domain. As a very small amount of contamination cannot be regarded as a change in the prior opinion, if it produces a large change in the posterior mode we can conclude that the Bayesian inference is sensitive to the prior specification.
The PMIF can be easily obtained by taking advantage of the fact that the posterior density mode, ff, under mild regularity conditions, satisfies the equation
The rest of the paper in organized as follows. Section 2 develops the basic theory. Section 3 applies it to study the sensitivity of the estimation of the mean in the normal case. Section 4 discusses some possible extensions of the procedure: to multivariate problems and credibility intervals. Section 5 includes some final remarks.
The sensitivity of the posterior mode
Suppose that we are interested in a parameter e. We have some prior distribution, 7To(e) , and we observe a random sample x = (Xl, ... ,x n ) from the distribution f(xle). Then, the posterior distribution of e is given by
Assuming unimodality, the mode of this posterior distribution satisfies the equation (2) 8Iogpo(0Ix) = 11"0(0
Suppose now that instead of the single prior 11"0(0) we consider the class of E-contaminated prior distributions defined by
where 0 < E < 1 and q E Q, where Q is a class of contaminating distributions. Then, the new posterior distribution is given by (4)
where po(Olx) and q(Olx) are the posterior distributions obtained from the priors 11"0(0) and q(O) and (5)
where m(xI1l"0) is the marginal distribution obtained from 11"0:
and m(xI1l") is the marginal distribution obtained from 11":
To study the sensitivity of the posterior density p( Olx) when the prior moves away from 11"0 in the direction of q, we focus on the mode of p(Olx) which satisfies the equation (8) where 1?(0) = 11" '(0)/11"(0) is the score function of the prior and 'l/Jn(O) = L ~giill:i is the score of the likelihood. Then, for the general prior (3) (9) Let 0 0 and 0 be the mode of the posterior densities Po(Olx) and p(Olx) respectively, that are obtained from the corresponding prior densities 11"0(0) and 11"(0). Under regularity assumptions on q and 11"0, the derivative of O(E) with respect to E at E = 0 is obtained from (8) as follows:
Dropping the argument eo to simplify the notation and denoting (10)
Observe that when n is large the leading term in the denominator in (11) is 'I/J~ which is of order n and negative. Suppose that 71"0 and q are both unimodal. Then, if q > 0 and 7I"~ < 0 it
follows that eo> 0, as one would expect. Also, if q' < 0 and 7I"~ > 0 then eo< O. Equation (11) can be rewritten as
where is positive for large n.
• Two difficulties with the interpretation of (11) are: (1) eo depends on the measurement units of the data, and (2) it needs to be interpreted in comparison to the spread of the posterior distribution. A possible way to overcome this problem is to standardize this measure. Therefore, we define the posterior mode influence function (PMIF) as
where DT(po( elx) ) is the posterior standard deviation under the central prior, 71"0. Typically, PMIF will be of order O( JTi) and one may then consider stabilizing this measure by multiplying it by JTi. However, this normalization is not used in this paper.
One may consider using as a diagnostic tool the supremum of PM I F( 71"0, q) over a given class Q, PMS == sup PM F(7I"0, q) qEQ which will be called the posterior mode sensitivity (PMS). However, the PMS may diverge to infinity due to the effect of some unrealistic sequence of prior distributions in Q, Consequently, we recommend the direct use of the PMIF to better understand the effect of different types of prior uncertainty.
Of course, here we are only looking at a particular feature of the posterior distribution and a more global analysis could be done by comparing the posterior distributions p( Blx) and po(Blx) themselves. This comparison can be made, for instance, by using the Kullblack-Leibler divergence or any other relevant measure of distance. See Guftanson et al. (1995) . However, the study of the mode of the posterior distribution appears to be a simple and natural way to judge the sensitivity of the inference to local perturbations in the prior distribution.
To simplify the presentation of this section we have avoided the statement of the assumption under which our derivations are rigorous. However, it is clear that if the mode is well defined under the initial prior, and 71' 0, q and f are differentiable our derivation are justified. They may also be justified under milder assumptions, but the previous conditions cOVer most cases of practical importance.
An application to the estimation of the mean of a normal distribution
To illustrate the diagnostic tool presented in the previous section, suppose that we want to O"p = 0"0"0hjn0"5 + 0"2.
~ecause of the symmetry we assume without loss of generality that x > f-LO 2' : 0 and therefore Bo > O.
Suppose now that the prior distribution is 71' ( B)
No surprisingly, the PMIF is directly proportional to the posterior standard deviation which converges to zero when n ---* 00. This is consistent with the stable estimation property of Bayesian procedures (Savage, 1963) . Moreover, the PM IF is inversely proportional to the variance of the contaminating distribution: a flat contamination can hardly affect the posterior mode. The PMFI increases with
that is, the posterior mode is less robust when there is a big discrepancy between the prior mean and the sample mean. Finally, the PMFI decreases when d 2 is large. Therefore, the posterior mode is more robust when there is a big discrepancy between the modes of the posterior and contaminating distributions. In order to better understand the combined effect of J.Ll and 6 we consider the following three cases.
Case 1: J.Ll = eo. One notices in this case that IP M I F(e o , 6)1 --t 00 as 6 --t 0, and the sign is determined by that of d 1 • Therefore, the posterior mode tends to move towards the prior mean, and it is most sensitive to a point mass contamination at eo (provided that d 1 i= 0, i.e. eo i= f-Lo).
The practical conclusion from this result is that small uncertainty in the value of 7ro«(}) far from fio has less efect than small uncertainty on values around fio.
Case 2: (eo -f-Lo)(e o -J.Ll) > 0. In this case the sign of PMIF is opposite to the sign of (eo -f-Lo) for values of 6 smaller than 6 0 , where and it has the same sign of (eo -J.Lo) for values of 6 larger than 6 0 . The practical conclusion from this result is that relatively spiky contaminations (6 < 60) moves the posterior mode away from the sample mean, and relatively flat ones (6) 6 0 Therefore, the contamination always moves the posterior mode towards the sample mean. The maximum value is given by (16) with the plus sign (this is the only positive root since dld3 < 0). The practical conclusion from this result is that any type of small uncertainty will move the posterior closer to the sample mean.
SYlnmetric Contrunination
In many practical situations the case ILl i= J.Lo does not seem realistic as the prior uncertainty can normally be represented in terms of symmetric contamination. In this case, using (15) and the relation 6d 2 = crOd 1 one finds that (17) Assuming, without loss of generality, that d 1 > 0, the PM F I is positive when 8 > 0"0, and negative otherwise. In other words, a small increase in the prior variance moves the posterior mode away from the prior mean and towards the sample mean, as one may expect.
The PM FI has a positive and a negative maximum values achieved at (18) where the plus (minus) sign produces the positive (negative) maximum. Observe that when d 1 is small, 8! ~ 30"5. and 8: ~ O. This means that when the data and the prior agree, the most damaging symmetric contamination has a variance that is three times that of the prior.
On the other hand, when d 1 is large, that is, the data and the prior are not consistent, it is easy to see that when d 1 ~ 00, 8: ~ 0"5 and 8! ~ 00. Therefore when d l is large the posterior mode can only be moved towards the sample mean and the most damaging symmetric contamination has a large variance close to d~0"5.
Although the PMS is always infinite for all 0"0, we note that the PMIF gos to zero (infinity) when 0"0 goes to zero (infinity). A non-informative prior leads to a very non-robust posterior mode whereas a strong prior belief produces the most robust situation.
Some Possible Extension
The simple tools presented in the previous section can be generalize in two directions. The first, and most obvious one, is to the vector parameter case. The second, is to consider the sensitivity of credibility intervals.
Vector Parameters
For the multivariate case, let 0 be a k x 1 vector of parameters. Then the posterior density is given by (1) where now Xi and 0 are vectors. \Ve will consider a family of multivariate prior distributions (19)
where 0 < E < 1 and q E Q, where Q is a class of multivariate contaminating distributions. The analog of (2) 
we obtain the following generalization of (8) (22) provided that the inverse exits. In this equation H is the Hessian matrix for 71"0, given by (23) \lt~ is the Hessian matrix for the log-likelihood function and (\771"0) and (\7q) are column vectors representing the gradients of 71"0 and q evaluated at 0 = 00. jCJ 100
where 0 < Cl: < 1/2 and p(tlx) is given by (4). It is not difficult to see that
where ci is defined by the first equality in (25) with E = o. Analogously, (27) where c2 is given by the second equality in (25) with E = o.
Clearly, the sensitivity of the length of the credibility region can be measured by ~2 -~l. In the particular case of symmetry of the posterior density under 71"0, we have that
Ap( ci)f(xici)
Notice that in our approach the coverage probability is kept constant and we study the changes in the credibility intervals due to the contamination on the prior. The alternative approach of keeping the interval boundaries fixed and studying the changes in the coverage probabilities have been considered by several authors, (see, for instance, De la Horra and Fernandez (1994) ). Both approaches are complementary. One can easily imagine situations where the coverage probability changes very little which the extremes of the credible intervals are greatly affected by changes an the prior distribution and vice versa.
Concluding Remarks
Assessing robustness in Bayesian inference requires consideration to the prior and to the likelihood. In this paper we have presented a single diagnostic statistic, the posterior mode influence function PMIF, for studying the sensitivity of the estimation to local changes in the prior distribution. The statistic is very simple to compute, and provides a first step in the analysis of robustness. If the PMIF is large, the inference is not robust to the prior. On the other hand, if PMIF is small, further studies should be made to assess the sensitivity of other characteristics of interest in the posterior distribution to changes in the prior and/or the likelihood.
As shown in section 4, these simple tools can be easily generalized to cover other more complicated situations, as the vector parameter case and credibility internal (and regions). A more complete study of these problems will be the subject of further research.
